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1. Introduction

Two long range tracer experiments were conducted in Europe in Autumn 1994 , releasing for 12 hours
an inert, non-depositing tracer at Rennes, Brittany, France. The 168 sampling ground stations were run
by the National Meteorological Services and the whole experiment was sponsored by the EC, the
WMO and the IAEA. 24 Institutions took part in the real-time forecasting of the cloud evolution with
28 long range dispersion models. They simulated surface concentration evolution at the locations
where the tracer was sampled.

Within a few hours from release notification, the participants sent to Ispra by fax the horizontal projec-
tions of the cloud evolution over the map of Europe. This information, together with the real-time
chemical analysis performed at three aircrafts flying over Northern France and Germany indicated from
the very beginning (at least for the first release) that the experiment was successful. Thereafter the real-
time modellers sent to Ispra the results of their calculation in a specified format. After the chemical
analysis of ground samplers were completed, the measured concentrations were compared with the re-
sults of model calculations for both experiments, using a number of statistical parameters.

2. Participants and real time models

The ETEX participants were asked to forecast both the flow and diffusion to calculate concentration
evolution in real time. Therefore, differences between models calculations may be due to flow model
initialization, to the type of flow or dispersion model used. The main characteristics of the models em-
ployed can be found in Archer et al.(1995).

3. Description of the weather situation during the releases

First release

On Sunday 23 October, the following weather criteria were matched:

i) a rather strong West to South-westerly flow, advecting the tracer during the experiment over many
stations; ii) no centre of high pressure or low pressure, no extending ridges or troughs passing the re-
lease site during the release or being very close to it; iii) no frontal system passing the release site short
before or after the period of release.

Possible problems for the dispersion models caused by the meteorological situation:

Advection Speed: Due to the rather strong surface winds during the first twelve hours, the mixing layer
depth was probably rather large during the night following the emission. Therefore it is possible that
some models which consider a fixed stable layer during the night, have kept the tracer cloud to lower
levels, then using too low wind speeds to advect it.

Advection Direction: It is expected then that only marginal differences in dispersion direction solutions
are likely to occur. However, there was a definite shear of the wind with height and those models that
used higher wind speeds could show a more veered direction positioning of the cloud.

Second release

The synoptic situation on November 14 (date of the second release) was characterised by a deep Low,
between Iceland and Norway, slowly moving East and filling. An associated cold front over Denmark
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and Holland bent towards the Channel, with a minor frontal wave along the front. On the release site, a
very strong south-westerly wind was blowing, adverting stable and mild warm air. The cold front
passed at Rennes at about 0300 UTC on November 15. After the frontal passage, the surface wind de-
creased in strength and veered to West.

Possible problems for the dispersion models caused by the meteorological situation:

Advection speed: A forecast of an earlier passage of the front would also influence the cloud speed,
since at the end of the dispersing cloud , the surface wind speed was steadily decreasing. Due to the
strong shear in wind speed with height, some models might split the cloud into two parts, while a
deeper boundary layer is building up during 15 November daytime.

Advection direction: The frontal position as evaluated by various meteorological models is critical for
the dispersion, since immediately after the wind veered and dropped. During the release, contrary to the
first one, the boundary layer was about 600 m deep and the temperature profile in the lower atmos-
phere was stable and wind direction was about constant. These conditions may have produced a rather
narrow plume during the first 12 hrs after the release start. The NW movement of the cloud during the
first period of time had to change on the day after when the cloud should bent more to the East.

4. Statistics used in the comparison

Similar to what has been done in ATMES (Klug et al., 1992), statistical comparison has been per-
formed globally, pairing model results with observations independently of time and space, or with a
time-dependent analysis where the results were examined for a number of selected sites, or with a
space-dependent analysis for given time intervals. Among the indicators used, it is important to men-
tion: i) the time series plots of model predictions over time and the associated with it the Figure of
Merit in Time(FMT), i.e. the total percentage agreement between observed and predicted values over
the time period; ii) Figure of Merit in Space (FMS), evaluated for a fixed time, that is defined as the
percentage of common area between two spatial distributions; iii) bias; iv) correlation coefficient; v)
NMSE.

5. Results

Participants provided in real-time forecasted and analyzed data. Here, only the full forecasted results
will be discussed.

First release

Figure 1 shows the calculated versus measured cloud projection on the map of Europe for one of the
most successful models (Model#6) at 24 and 36 hrs after the start of the release, that is capable to re-
produce the average shape and dimensions of the tracer concentration at ground at the selected time

Figure 1. Release#l, FMS for Model 12 at 24 0.10 ng/m3 contour
hrs (left)and 36 hrs(right) after start values are 40%(left) and 67%(right)

intervals. The time evolution of observed and calculated concentration at the sites indicates that differ-
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ences of 3-6 in time of arrivals and a factor 3 in peaks concentrations should be seen as the present
achievable performances of those models (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Released; FMT at F21 for model #6 (left, FMT=18%) and model#12 (right, FMT=34%)
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Second release

Similar to the first, the tracer cloud projection over the map of Europe is compared with the measure-
ments for one of the best models in the evaluation (Figure 3). This time, however, due to the much
stronger wind field during the first period, shorter time intervals are considered, 12 and 24 hours. For

Figure 3. Release#2, FMS for Model 25 at 12 0.05 (left) and 0.01 (right) ng/m3 contour
hrs (left)and 24 hrs (right) after start values are 51%(Ieft) and 33%(right)

these intervals, the model reproduces correctly the north-westerly cloud displacement during the first
12 hours and so does for the next period, when the cloud elongates more towards East. For this inter-
val, however, measured concentration values are much lower than the calculated ones. The contours
shown in the Figures are at the lowest concentration level (0.01 ng/m3). For higher levels, the compari-
son worsen considerably. This indicates that the general features of the flow were correctly estimated;
however, due to the sudden variations of the meteorological conditions during the release, large part of
the cloud escaped the sampling network and could not be measured. In fact the tracer evolution at the
sites close-to-source presents similar features to the first release.

6. Conclusion

The results of this comparison indicated that a limited group of models (7-8) were capable to obtain a
good reproduction of the cloud displacement throughout Europe for the first release. Large differences
were however found when examining the predicted tracer concentration at a particular location. For the
second release, large differences were found between measured and calculated cloud, in particular after
a front passage, which indicates that some efforts have still to be spent before obtaining a widespread
consensus on the model reliability. The thorough analysis and understanding of the results of the two
ETEX experiments will take much more time than was available till now. Preliminary conclusions as
presented here, however, indicate that the initial cloud development in the mesoscale region tends to
determine its future evolution. This is particularly true for specific meteorological conditions as those
of release #2.
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